This Is a Big Deal

Community Choice energy finally gets a local foothold

The California Legislature passed Assembly Bill 117 in 2002, offering communities an opportunity to choose their electric provider and the sources of their electricity via a program called Community Choice Aggregation (CCA).

The Sierra Club introduced the concept of Community Choice energy to San Luis Obispo nearly ten years ago (see “We’ve Got the Power,” Oct. 2006), and has kept up a steady drumbeat ever since, reminding one and all, as recently as last month, (see “CCA OMG,” April) that Community Choice is the surest, fastest and best road to a clean energy economy.

In the last few years, SLO Clean Energy formed to take up the cause, and has been working with the County and cities to encourage exploration of a Community Choice program.

On March 31, all the effort paid off: SLO Clean Energy introduced a no-cost consultant to the San Luis Obispo city council, and the City resolved to “participate in an inter-jurisdictional investigation into the feasibility of Community Choice Aggregation.” Morro Bay agreed to do likewise in 2013.

“If nothing else,” said SLO Clean Energy team leader Mladen Bandov, “the City of SLO and Morro Bay get a free evaluation of an alternative service that they would otherwise have to conduct a feasibility study to fund and evaluate themselves.”

10 Steps to Sustainable Water

Some first principles for the County’s future water management

by the Santa Lucia Chapter Water Subcommittee

We support managing water supplies in a manner that serves the greatest common good, recognizing that adequate clean and affordable water is a right, not a privilege, for every citizen.

We further recognize that fair allocation of water, as with all resources in our society, are best achieved by a representative government decided by a popular election, with adequate checks and balances, including court and governmental oversight.

We support the following principles:

1. Democratically elected members and decision-making are needed to maximize equal access to affordable water supplies.
2. County oversight of Basin management and development of Groundwater Sustainability Plans (GSP) is needed for effective and timely plan development. The County should move to become the Groundwater Sustainability Agency (GSA) for every basin in the county, including low-priority basins. The County should be the lead agency in preparing Groundwater Sustainability Plans for the groundwater basins.
3. The first priority of a GSA should be the metering and reporting of all agricultural, industrial and commercial use over the basins.
4. Water use efficiency (WUE) and Best Management Practices (BMPs) for agriculture, commercial, industrial and residential should be given a high priority in GSPs because water use efficiency provides the lowest cost and most environmentally sustainable sources of water.
5. For residential, WUE includes conservation, recycled water use (rainwater, grey water, and wastewater reuse), and low impact development (LID) storm water recharge measures. Of these measures, comprehensive indoor-outdoor grey water, and wastewater reuse), and low impact development (LID) storm water recharge measures. Of these measures, comprehensive indoor-outdoor conservation is the most environmentally sound and cost-effective, so it would have the highest priority. This would integrate greywater and rainwater reuse, in addition to LID options for the greatest benefits and cost effectiveness.
6. Wastewater recycling should focus on urban and ag reuse, which directly offset pumping, rather than recharge measures, which tend to have less certain benefits. (A thorough cost-benefit analysis should be applied to determine the most cost-effective of wastewater reuse option, with all costs including environmental impacts factored in.)
7. Precautionary management and decision-making strategies and tools should factor in the impacts from climate change (future droughts, higher temperatures, sea level rise), as well as other potential adverse impacts (e.g., economic...
When it comes to managing our ground-water, California has steeped from the 19th century into the 21st on January 1, 2015, the day the SGMA took effect, “perhaps the most significant legislative water initiative in California in half a century” (per UC Davis, Division of Agriculture).

Bring your questions for John Diodati, the County’s Paso Basin District Project Manager, to learn what the state requires, and what the County proposes, to protect imperiled groundwater basins.

Note early start time! Arrive on time and get your questions in early; John’s available time tonight is limited!

Marine Sanctuary Protection Is Not A Partisan Issue

In a March Tribune Viewpoint, John Peschong, chairman of the San Luis Obispo County Republican Party, claimed that the proposed Chumash Heritage National Marine Sanctuary “is a bad idea in the name of preservation” and uncalled for because “local, state and federal regulations already protect our coastline and cultural heritage,” noting that “a lot of those without adding more.”

In 1981, the non-partisan U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) issued a report directly contrary to that claim. It’s unambiguous title: “Marine Sanctuaries Program Offers Environmental Protection and Benefits Other Laws Do Not.”

A recent history of national marine sanctuaries published in the Environmental Law Reporter last year elaborated on this point: “The [National Marine Sanctuaries Act] is the most effective and comprehensive approach currently available to protect specific areas within the coastal and oceanic environment, including entire marine ecosystems, and the statute is the only existing federal law structured with this end squarely in mind.”

Without any evidence, Peschong went on to state his opinion that the livelihoods of local fishermen “would be suffocated by it.”

The environmental benefits of a national marine sanctuary off the Central Coast concluded that a sanctuary was likely to add, at a minimum, $23 million per year to the local economy and create almost 600 jobs. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has documented economic benefits for communities surrounding existing national marine sanctuaries, including benefits for the recreational and commercial fishing industries.

Peschong confused his myth of economic collapse to an argument on the loss of "local control." This claim may have been based on the existence of the Morro Bay National Estuary, one of 28 National Estuaries managed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Did the establishment of the Morro Bay National Estuary Program twenty years ago "diminish our local voice," or has it been a boon to the community?

Peschong, a former senior campaign strategist for George W. Bush, may be unaware that President Bush’s father was a major force behind the establishment of the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary in 1992. The presidential announcement of that designation proudly noted that it entailed “a permanent ban on oil and gas development for the area, which includes a wide variety of pristine habitats.” Further, it would protect “an expanding population of sea otters and a wide variety of whales, porpoises, seals, fish, and sea birds, including many endangered and threatened species.”

Governor Pete Wilson, a politician who was not known for supporting job-killing, livelihood-suffocating initiatives, said: “Californians and visitors from all over the world who come to marvel at the beauty of the state’s breathtaking central coast owe a tremendous debt of gratitude to President Bush for his wise and far-sighted decision.”

Of the 14 sites within the national marine sanctuary system, half were designated under a Republican President and half were designated under a Democratic President. Marine monuments and sanctuaries have been advocated by Presidents of both parties. This should be a nonpartisan issue about vital natural resource protection for our coastal ocean.

The nomination of the Chumash Heritage National Marine Sanctuary will serve to initiate an extended public process in which all stakeholders and members of the public will be able to give their input and have their questions and concerns fully addressed. All deserve a chance to participate in a process that can keep their ocean and coastal areas safe from damaging impacts (see page 7).

So here’s what we suggest to Mr. Peschong, and any others who have decided to oppose the nomination of a national marine sanctuary for the Central Coast: Let the people get the facts, and then let the people decide.
A Few Facts About the Oster/Las Pilitas Quarry

Santa Margarita is an example of the best of SLO County - a quiet, peaceful, slow-paced rural enclave; a small town they way they’re not making small towns anymore. Whether you live there or not, turning Santa Margarita into a mining town and haul route for gravel quarry trucks should be something nobody wants to see happen, except the proponents of the Las Pilitas/Oster Quarry project.

It was soundly rejected by the County Planning Commission based on its numerous and severe environmental impacts and incompatibility with County policies. It’s coming back to the Board of Supervisors on appeal, based on emotional arguments and misinformation. The applicant has waged an aggressive campaign of misinformation in response to well-documented factual evidence and Planning staff’s recommendation to deny the project. An approval would be based solely on ideology. That would be a troubling precedent for land use decisions countywide.

The applicant will be pulling out all the stops for that appeal hearing and throwing everything at the wall. All Sierra Club members with a stake in the quality of life in this county and a preference for the preservation of wildlife habitat and natural open space are urged to show up at the Board of Supervisors on May 12 to tell the Board to uphold the decision of the Planning Commission. Feel free to make some of the following points, as you can be sure the record will need to be corrected:

• This project is not associated with Hanson’s Santa Margarita Quarry. This would be an entirely new quarry with an entirely new haul route, Highway 58, a rural roadway not suitable for an industrial transportation corridor.

• The proposal is not for a small ranch quarry. Las Pilitas Resources LLC is seeking a permit for an industrial scale quarry that could extract up to 500,000 tons annually (nearly 75% of the amount Hanson is permitted to extract) in drastic contrast to the existing Hanson operation nearby:

• The haul route would send all trucks through town via a dangerous rural arterial route (Highway 58) that includes many residences, a school, a community park and a rail crossing.

• A steep entrance and constrained boundaries do not accommodate staging of the large number of trucks or screening of operations and stockpiles.

• A cluster of residences on small parcels zoned Residential Rural (RR) surround the parcel on the south and west.

• A Conditional Use Permit (discretionary action) transfers with the land, not with individuals. The permit will last for up to 58 years. Transfer of ownership is common in the industry and could occur at any time if the project were to be approved.

• The specific parcel proposed to be mined is zoned Rural Lands (RL). Quarries/mines are an “allowable” (potentially permissible/not a guaranteed entitlement) use within Rural Lands as well as Agricultural (Ag) and Residential/Residential (RR) land use categories (zoning). So while there are areas known to contain mineral resources, it is not accurate to categorize any specific site as being “zoned for mining.” The intent of the discretionary permit process, which is required for any mining application, is to determine suitability/compatibility on a specific project-by-project basis.

The SMGB Got It Wrong

The State Mining and Geology Board (SMGB) is a Sacramento-based board dominated by mining interests. It began in 1885 as The Board of Trustees overseeing the Bureau of Mines. The SMGB is the body responsible for the California Geological Survey (CGS), a 50-year demand study that the mining industry cites as evidence of a shortfall in aggregate to fill our future needs. However, the study omits a number of existing sources of aggregate and the conclusion does not acknowledge significant amounts of aggregate resources within existing quarries already earmarked in the San Luis Obispo County General Plan. When all available information is considered, there is no shortage of aggregate.

The SMGB is also the body responsible for the little known process of Classification-Designation of Mineral Lands. The state geologist identifies and maps areas throughout California that contain “mineral resources.” The SMGB, under the Department of Conservation, carries out the stepped process of Classification-Designation. Crucial points to understand about that process which Oster Quarry proponents seem not to grasp:

• Identification and mapping of mineral resources is not site specific. Vast areas are identified with the knowledge that all parts are not suitable for mining.

• Identification of a resource does not address the suitability of specific project proposals.

• Designation by the state has no relation to how a parcel is “zoned.”

• Individual counties, not the state, make local land use decisions.

Obviously some locations will be better suited than others with regard to surrounding land uses and character of surrounding communities.

Water - Quarries use large quantities of water. The amount of water Las Pilitas Resources LLC has claimed they will use has been a moving target and does not align with usage at other quarries of similar scale. Additionally, the amount of water available (supply from Salinas River) is not sufficient to sustain such an intensive use and would be at the expense of others.

Need - There is no shortage of aggregate resources within existing quarries. Ample resources exist that are already earmarked to meet future demand (see SMGB sidebar). This affords the ability to carefully consider appropriateness of mining sites to their surroundings. No need exists to approve any proposals that compromise livability, character, or safety of surrounding communities.

Crossroad - Approval of this project would tip the balance away from that of a livable community with desirable surrounding communities.

Classification/Designation - the fact that these are mineral resources on the site does not trump the basic purpose of land use planning to address compatibility between uses.

Oster/Las Pilitas Quarry Update

On February 1, 2015, the SLO County Planning Commission voted to deny this large scale industrial project proposal. Truth and the county’s own land use policies informed that decision. BUT IT’S NOT OVER... Las Pilitas Resources, LLC has appealed the decision to the Board of Supervisors and a well-funded marketing of misinformation is underway. The applicant is dismissive of the significant impacts to the community. But by being well informed and taking action, each of us can make a difference in protecting our county, the denial and ensuring the future safety and viability of our community.

Wrong Project - Wrong Location

A Conditional Use Permit (discretionary action) transfers with the land, not with individuals. The permit will last for up to 58 years. Transfer of ownership is common in the industry and could occur at any time if the project were to be approved.

• The specific parcel proposed to be mined is zoned Rural Lands (RL). Quarries/mines are an “allowable” (potentially permissible/not a guaranteed entitlement) use within Rural Lands as well as Agricultural (Ag) and Residential/Residential (RR) land use categories (zoning). So while there are areas known to contain mineral resources, it is not accurate to categorize any specific site as being “zoned for mining.” The intent of the discretionary permit process, which is required for any mining application, is to determine suitability/compatibility on a specific project-by-project basis.

Take Action

• Make plans and ATTEND the May 12, 2015 Board of Supervisors Appeal Hearing @ the County Government Center in San Luis Obispo
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When “Local Control” Isn’t

The proposed Paso Robles Basin District begs the question: Who exactly would be in control?

On April 21, the County Board of Supervisors voted to apply to the Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO) to go-ahead or forming a Paso Robles groundwater management district.

The Sierra Club remains opposed to the proposed district for the same reasons we opposed it when it was codified in Assembly Bill 2453, backed by Assemblyman Katcho Achadjian.

AB 2453 was described in the local press as “landmark” legislation without ever explaining why. It essentially reversed 100 years of progress in state water management.

As it was put to the County Supervisors by Katcho’s own senior consultant to the Local Government Committee that he chairs: “The general trend over the last hundred years, I would say, in spite of irrigation districts, is to move away from landowner-based districts — and toward resident voting, or one person per parcel, one person per vote.”

And therein lies the problem. An acreage-based vote is appropriate for the management of irrigation districts, financially when virtually every resident of a district is engaged in commercial agriculture. It is not appropriate for the management of a groundwater basin on which 15,000 local non-landowners also rely. By imposing acreage-based voting requirements for districts of the district, AB 2453 disenfranchised resident renters and other non-land owners; a significant segment of the community that will be affected by the powers granted to the district.

Subsequent to the formation of the district, a “hybrid” board would be elected — formed by a combination of landowner-based votes and a general election — that would marginalize and disenfranchise non-landowner resi- dents. In a June 10, 2014, memo to Katcho Achadjian, Senate Governance and Finance Committee consultant Toby Ewing recommended that the “hybrid” board initially be appointed by the Board of Supervisors, transitioning to an elected board based on one-person, one-vote. That didn’t happen.

As written, AB 2453 precluded the possibility of the district ever being able to transition from an acreage-based district to a registered voter-based district, no matter what local residents decide they want in the future. If the voters vote the district into existence, it will be forever locked into its “hybrid” structure: a guarantee six seats for directors representing the interests of commercial agriculture, and three seats for everybody else.

As the County moves the district toward a formal vote, residents will be hearing even more loudly the mantra being chanted now as the plan makes its way to LAFCO: that it would create a district that would assure residents would have “local control.” Fully half the land over the Paso Robles groundwater basin is owned by non-resident landowners and distant corporations. Once a district is created, the locally based representatives of those corporations can run for any seat on the board, with a permanent major- ity of directors pre-designated for the benefit of the class of landowners that repeatedly has said they are opposed to any conservation measures that would limit groundwater pumping and curb the expansion of their operations, and who have vigorously sought exemp- tions from even the mild water use offset measures that have been put in place.

A Regulatory Reality Check

The Cambria CSD can now gauge the depth of the hole it has dug for itself.

After multiple Water Code violations provided the first official indication that the Cambria Community Services District’s decision to build a desalina- tion plant before, not after, a full environmental review was maybe not a great idea (see “Cambria CSD Reaps First Installment on the Wind,” April), the CCSD is now facing the full, cold light of dawn.

On April 6, state and federal resource agencies responded to the CCSD’s Notice of Preparation of an Environ- mental Impact Report for its Emer- gency Water Supply Project.

Hanging over the agencies’ responses was the unmistakable sense of a large bill about to come due, thanks to the CCSD’s decision to pull that clever switcheroo.

Considering all the aspects of the project that the agencies identified as in need of justification, major alter- nation or replacement with lower-impact alternatives, it looks like a virtual do- over is in the cards for the CCSD. Having dug itself into a hole, the CCSD must now climb a mountain.

“All of the above concerns remain”

The California Department of Fish and Wildlife wrote that it “believes that the Project has already resulted in direct and cumulative adverse impacts to fish and wildlife resources of the San Simeon Creek, Van Gordon Creek, and the lagoon.”

Fish and Wildlife noted that the state Office of Planning and Research claimed that “the Department had issued the necessary permits when it approved the CCSD’s emergency permit. This is incorrect. The Depart- ment had informed CCSD on multiple occasions that a Lake and Streambed Alteration Agreement (LSAA) would be necessary for the Project pursuant to Fish and Game Code Section 1600 et seq. However CCSD has not yet obtained an LSAA from the Depart- ment for any portion of the Project.”

The US Fish and Wildlife Service provided a four-page list of concerns it has expressed to the CCSD since last July, including “our concerns regarding project-related impacts to federally endangered and threatened species and the District’s lack of compliance with the [Endangered Species Act],” and the District’s “adaptive management plan that the Service has not reviewed.”

Despite the Service having raised these issues over the previous nine months, “all of the above concerns remain,” in addition to the CCSD’s recent violation of “numerous provisions of permits under which the Water Board regulates the District’s project.”

And the discovery of dead birds at the project’s brine pond in the first three months of this year.

State Parks: taking CCSD to school

Of all the agencies submitting com- ments, the California Department of Parks had the most to say. It began by dryly noting that it was “providing the following comments for an ‘after-the- fact’ coastal development project that was constructed under an ‘emergency permit’ from the San Luis Obispo County Planning Department.” [italic quotation marks in original]. It informed the CCSD that it will need to prepare both state and federal environmental reviews.

Hitting the highlights: “The brine pond has become an attractive nuisance for migratory water fowl and California red-legged frogs … The blowers have not operated in accordance with permit requirements, and routinely result in mist drift of CCSD property… Discussions with the manufacturer of the evaporator fans have indicated that the fans were never intended for use in a residential area or adjacent to a public-use area.”

“After a notice of violation was issued by the RWQCB, the CCSD moved its outfall pipe back to the reservoir, but terminal levels of Strontium were detected in the natural preserve. At least two fish mortalities have been documented in San Simeon Creek.”

“Because the project acknowledges impacts including depleted lagoon levels that require recharging, as well as impairment of the fresh ground water in the aquifer, there are direct impacts to resources that DPR as well as the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW), the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), NOAA, and the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) are respon- sible for protecting.”

“Grading in and among several acres of endangered and damaged historic resources. In accordance with 36 CFR 800 the
California Flats Solar, LLC, a subsidiary of First Solar, Inc., has obtained permits to construct and operate a 280-megawatt photovoltaic solar power facility in an area straddling the borders of Monterey and San Luis Obispo counties, approximately seven miles southeast of Parkfield and 25 miles northeast of Paso Robles.

Several conservation organizations, including Sierra Club, filed numerous detailed comments on the legal inadequacy of the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) as approved by Monterey County. The groups noted that the project is poorly sited in an inappropriate area and that as designed would result in the impairment of biological resources and special status species.

“The proper siting of utility-scale renewable energy facilities is an essential feature of the effort to move California toward a future of renewable energy,” said Santa Lucia Chapter Chair Michael Jencks. “The sustainability of this project depends on both the source of the energy and the impacts of the project on the habitat and wildlife. The San Luis Obispo portion of the project was approved by the SLO County Planning Commission on April 9. We filed a notice of appeal to the County on April 23.”

As approved, the project would be built on a 3,000-acre portion of the Jack Ranch, owned by the Hearst Corporation. It would result in significant conversion of undeveloped grazing lands to utility-scale energy production and the loss of habitat and displacement of State and Federally listed wildlife species, including the tri-colored blackbird, San Joaquin kit fox, California tiger salamander, fairy shrimp, California red-legged frog, Swainson’s hawk, Golden eagle, and Bald eagle. The area is historically foraging habitat for the California condor.

“The proper siting of utility-scale renewable energy facilities is an essential feature of the effort to move California toward a future of renewable energy,” said Santa Lucia Chapter Chair Michael Jencks. “The sustainability of this project depends on both the source of the energy and the impacts of the project on the habitat and wildlife. The San Luis Obispo portion of the project was approved by the SLO County Planning Commission on April 9. We filed a notice of appeal to the County on April 23.”

As approved, the project would be built on a 3,000-acre portion of the Jack Ranch, owned by the Hearst Corporation. It would result in significant conversion of undeveloped grazing lands to utility-scale energy production and the loss of habitat and displacement of State and Federally listed wildlife species, including the tri-colored blackbird, San Joaquin kit fox, California tiger salamander, fairy shrimp, California red-legged frog, Swainson’s hawk, Golden eagle, and Bald eagle. The area is historically foraging habitat for the California condor.

The project site, a verdant grassland, stands between the Carrizo Plain, now containing two large solar plants, and the Panoche Valley, where yet another utility-scale solar installation is being planned. Sierra Club said of the proposed Panoche Valley Solar Project, “As California continues its remarkable development of clean energy, our state regulators must also learn from the mistakes made..."
The Oil Train and the Butterfly

The Monarch Butterfly Grove in Pismo State Beach is across the street from the Union Pacific train tracks. The Trilogy Butterfly Conservancy is nearly adjacent to the site of the proposed Phillips 66 crude oil terminal.

The Monarch is listed as a “special status” species by state law. Its population is crashing throughout North America – down 90% over the last two decades, due to pesticides used on genetically engineered crops are wiping out their food source (milkweed). They’ve lost about 165 million acres of habitat. They’re getting hit by climate change (drought, severe storms), deforestation, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service began a year-long status review to determine whether the Monarch should be listed as an endangered species.

Clearly, it doesn’t need any additional grief.

Here are a Few Tips for the Paso Robles City Council

On April 7, in an impressive display of pretzel logic, the Paso Robles City Council decided that a resolution calling on the County to deny the project would be “meaningless” – because, you see, the City should not presume to dictate to the County on land use decisions, no matter the potential impacts of the County’s decision on the City’s residents. But then, the council members – each of whom has spent a good portion of his or her political career inveighing against regulations, the federal government, and, above all, federal regulations – decided that the thing to do was send a letter to the U.S. Office of Management and Budget... presuming to dictate to the federal government and urging them to pass strict new federal rail safety regulations.

Upon hearing this news, all the corporate oil and railroad lobbyists working the halls of Congress to gut those proposed safety rules and ease any future financial consequences of this project could be, and they don’t want to roll the dice on any more of those deny-the-permit letters to County Planning.

The Union Pacific company and the Paso Robles city council presentations began on April 14, when the Arroyo Grande City Council, lot of things that... how to put this delicately? -- aren’t true.

As various city councils mull it over, we commend the following to their attention:

In 2005, U.S. railroads transported 6,000 carloads of oil. By 2013 that number was 400,000 car loads. By the end of this year, it will be 900,000 car loads.

It is no longer surprising that trains are derailling and exploding. After five derailments and confessions across the US and Canada between January 14 and March 7, the long odds are on how much longer these events will be confined to remote locations and sparsely populated areas, because it is only by chance that such a derailment has not yet occurred in the heart of a major city, or on the bank of a river, spreading thousands of gallons of tar sands crude through a watershed, doing permanent damage.

Much is made of the fact that the Santa Maria Refinery oil trains would be carrying not the notoriously volatile, jittery, explosive Bakken shale crude oil, but good old lumpy, phlegmatic, boring tar sands crude.

But that’s wrong. (See “Taking Issue, page 10).

When you take a look at the industry stats about excellent rail safety records and infinitesimal risk, you’ll notice something interesting: the time period they cover goes up to 2012 and stops. 2013 was the year an oil train derailment virtually destroyed the town of Lac Mégantic in Ontario. In 2014, the number of derailments and fires spiked. Last July, the Department of Transportation predicted that trains hauling crude oil or ethanol will derail an average of 10 times a year over the next two decades, causing more than $4 billion in damages.

What about new regulations? Industry representatives say it could take a decade to retrofit and modify more than 50,000 tank cars. Most of the proposed rules are designed to prevent the worst while during a derailment; they will not affect the likelihood of a crash. Regulators are considering a requirement for advanced braking systems; oil and railroad lobbyists are fighting to water down that proposal because of the cost.

More than a dozen of California’s communities and school districts near the Union Pacific main line have grasped the magnitude of the problem and the fact that the safety of their citizens depends on a vote of the San
Chumash Heritage National Marine Sanctuary, Take Two

In March, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration asked the Northern Chumash Tribal Council for more detail in several sections of its nomination for designation of the waters off 100 miles of Central Coastal California as a national marine sanctuary, and offered to review any resubmitted nomination.

The NCTC has been hard at work ever since, and Sierra Club, Surfrider and community volunteers have been happy to lend a helping hand. Final drafts are being reviewed as we go to press, and it looks good! Stand by.

tastic job of letting legislators know where they stood on the bill -- to no avail, in terms of fixing the district’s biggest problem, the “hybrid” structure of the district’s board of directors. But opponents did manage to change the district formation vote from an election controlled by the largest landowners over the basin to something resembling democracy.

Nothing has shaken up the local political equation quite like this issue, on which our allegedly progressive supervisors have found their position

Concern continues from page 4
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Celebrate Bill Denneen’s 90th birthday
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Good day in SLO County.

Happy Birthday, Eco-Hooligan!

On April 14, the SLO County supervisors voted 5-0 to adopt an Export Ordinance. Any wishing to export groundwater, whether native or foreign (banked) water from any groundwater basin in the county – aka “water wheeling” -- has to get a permit and show proof that such export would not be to the detriment of the local water supply.

It might seem like a no-brainer to proactively protect our groundwater resources by requiring a permit to export, but you would be surprised. The ordinance applies to all 22 groundwater basins in the county.

How did we get here? In May 2014, when two Modesto County farmers signed a deal to export groundwater to Stanislaus County, a diverse group started working toward getting an Export Ordinance for our county.

Although the April 14 vote was 5-0, the road to that vote was marked by a good deal of skepticism from the majority of supervisors, who questioned the need for the ordinance (see “The Wet Elephant in the Room,” February).

Supervisor Gibson felt that not only was there no infrastructure for exporting water, there was no history of anyone seriously planning to export groundwater.

In fact, the company Oceana, which already has a thriving business in wheeling water, had approached several groups of overlying landowners in the Paso Robles groundwater basin pitching the idea of forming a water export business: “The overlying landowners would form a water district for the purpose of exporting water, and the landowner shareholders would receive payments for the water sold.”

The Export Ordinance adopted by the County is well written. Supervisor Debbie Arnold worked for several months with the County Counsel’s office reviewing the export ordinances of about twenty other counties. We can be confident that this ordinance will do what it is designed to do. April 14 was a good day in SLO County.

Water Export Ordinance a Good Deal

By Sue Harvey, Conservation Chair

On April 14, the SLO County supervisors voted 5-0 to adopt an Export Ordinance. Any wishing to export groundwater, whether native or foreign (banked) water from any groundwater basin in the county – aka “water wheeling” -- has to get a permit and show proof that such export would not be to the detriment of the local water supply.

Happy Birthday, Eco-Hooligan!

Celebrate Bill Denneen’s 90th birthday

Mark your calendar: 12 – 3 p.m., June 7, at the Dana Adobe. Everyone is invited. Bring food to share and your own plates and silverware if possible. Music and beverages provided.

There will be two Bill Denneen Environmental Awards given & other festivities.

Dana Adobe is at 615 5th Street, Oak Glen Ave., Nipomo. In lieu of gifts, please think about donating to one of Bill’s favorite nonprofits:

Sierra Club Santa Lucia Chapter ECO&LO

Humane Society

There will be cake!

For more info, contact:  
David Georgi, professor emeritus California State University

dgeorgi@csub.edu

Revisions and additions should be considered. Staff noted: “Groundwater management is of broad public concern; it is unclear why a one-person, one-vote district is not an alternative... The law already authorizes the County to manage the groundwater basin, and the County has a groundwater management plan in place, with an enhanced plan under development. The San Luis Obispo County Flood and Water Conservation District also can exercise its authority to manage groundwater.”

True then, and – after the passage of the SGMA – even more true now. The proposed Paso district, a hundred-year throwback, would just get in the way of the state’s efforts to put 21st-century water management policies in place via the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act.

When AB 2453 was before the Assembly, it received 10 letters of support and 150 in opposition. Residents knew that, once put in place, a groundwater district is forever. They will likely still know that when the election for the formation of this district is held.

At one time, there was a chance to put in place a one-person, one-vote district that would have guaranteed equal access and fair representation, and empowered local residents to make meaningful groundwater management decisions. That chance disappeared with the false compromise that begat AB 2453. Now, the best possible outcome is for voters to turn down this plan for an antique, thoroughly rigged district so the County can move on, with the rest of the state, toward equitable groundwater management.

(page 1)

10 Steps

continued from page 1

downs). Basin modeling, basin yield estimates, mitigation programs, and adaptive management should factor in and plan for worst case conditions. Generous margins of safety should be added to yields and mitigations measures to avoid adaptive measures to the extent possible, which safely account for all uncertainties, e.g., gaps in data. Historically, water management has focused on maximizing yield, which leaves the resource vulnerable to unexpected events.

8. Measurable and enforceable objectives and benchmarks should be developed, along with the means to ensure they are achieved (e.g., enforcement measures). Management practices should be put in place as quickly as possible.

9. GSAs must fully develop and apply all the powers granted in the SGMA to achieve the objectives of GSPs (i.e., to reach sustainable basin yields, restore low water levels and create reserves as soon as possible). GSAs must mandate monitoring of agricultural, commercial and industrial wells, mandate restrictions on water use and establish and enforce water budgets, as needed, with fines or other penalties in place. GSAs should also exert the power to charge water users for administering, implementing, and/or enforcing plans as a percentage of water pumped.

10. De minimus users, as defined in SGMA, need not be metered or monitored. Well-dependent residential users are a very small fraction of basin use, and resources expended to meter and monitor will be disproportionate to the return.

Recomendations for the Paso Robles groundwater basin:

A 218 process that requires an affirmative vote by most of the voters (i.e., a special tax 218).

Development of a sustainable basin plan within a year that adheres to the sustainability principles/practices above (e.g., provisions for full monitoring of wells, aggressive conservation/WUE measures and targets, reduced yield targets, and water budgets.)

Recomendation for the Los Osos groundwater basin:

Set time-specific objectives and benchmarks for maximizing basin plan development as soon as possible, and use all the rights and authorities available to water management agencies to ensure objectives are met and the basin is preserved for the environmental, human, and economic resources that depend on it.

Maximize indoor and outdoor conservation and recycling to mitigate seawater intrusion, comply with government mandates, and address impacts from the drought, climate change, the Waste Water Project, and changes in pumping.

Chumash Heritage National Marine Sanctuary, Take Two

In March, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration asked the Northern Chumash Tribal Council for more detail in several sections of its nomination for designation of the waters of off 100 miles of Central Coastal California as a national marine sanctuary, and offered to review any resubmitted nomination.

The NCTC has been hard at work ever since, and Sierra Club, Surfrider and community volunteers have been happy to lend a helping hand. Final drafts are being reviewed as we go to press, and it looks good! Stand by.
Does Pismo Care?

Pismo Beach is looking at a 32% cut in residential water use in order to meet the requirements of Governor Brown's order to cut consumption statewide. That's the second-highest percentage of cuts based on how much of a water-hog your community is. (Pismo clocks in at 192 gallons per person, per day.)

But it's got another problem. The oil and gas industry uses injection wells to dispose of waste water, which has a high salt content, as well as chemicals, heavy metals, and radioactive material.

That disposal, as you might imagine, should not take place in proximity to any aquifer potentially containing potable water. Those aquifers are supposed to be protected by the Federal Safe Drinking Water Act. In California, the entity that's supposed to ensure that those protected aquifers stay protected is the Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources (DOGGR). A few months ago, DOGGR realized it had somehow permitted oil and gas companies to inject their waste into those protected aquifers — via about 2,000 wells statewide, including eleven Freport-McMorran disposal wells in the Price Canyon oilfield (see "Oil in Your Water," March).

DOGGR snapped into action and ordered those injection wells to be shut down… next October. Or, in some cases, by December 2016.

Natural Resources Defense Council staff scientist Brianna Mordick said, "The plan to 'fix' this problem is not to stop it, but rather to give the oil industry official permission to keep doing it — by declaring this drinking water 'exempt' from the environmental laws designed to protect it.'"

Assembly Bill 356 (Williams) would require groundwater monitoring near Class II injection wells in order to protect potable groundwater from oil and gas wastewater disposal.

But for the Natural Resources Defense Council, that’s not good enough. The problem lies in the EIR. The EIR is a report that is supposed to document what's going on, why it’s happening, and what can be done to stop it. But according to the Natural Resources Defense Council, the EIR is a failure.

"The EIR is a failure because it fails to grasp the concept, well embedded in the California Environmental Quality Act, of "cumulative impacts." If it were to acknowledge that concept in this instance, it might be forced to conclude that five more trains per week, in close proximity to a Monarch butterfly butterfly preserve, ten times a day, coming and going, might very well cause "individuals to fall from their roosting location." And those individuals might subsequently indicate "that they do not prefer to return to the existing roosting habitat at which the pollutant (smoke) was applied to them."

By means of 1) ignoring the cumulative impacts of added train traffic, 2) otherwise restricting its analysis to the construction and operation of a rail spur, and 3) pretending "smoke" is all the butterflies would have to deal with — omitting the air quality impacts inherent in refining tar sands crude, including higher sulfur and lead emissions, which are nowhere recognized, analyzed or mitigated in the EIR -- those impacts are invisible. Hence, "No mitigation measure is needed since the impact is less than significant."

These fatal flaws run through the entire EIR. In response to this study—a mixture of illogical conclusions and admissions of unknown impacts due to a "lack of sufficient scientific information" — Phillips 66 hopes to hear the response from the County: "Thanks for looking into it; here's your permit."
PG&E is the only licensee in the history of the commercial nuclear power industry to face criminal indictment for safety-related violations.

3) With their most recent report, the IPRP finds the very basis of PG&E's research and conclusions to be inadequate or not developed to the IPRP's satisfaction. The IPRP has called PG&E's reporting "bungled on the scales of justice." 4) The CPUC has a lot of ams to make for their lax oversight that allowed PG&E to spend ratepayer money for a seismic study designed to be window dressing to secure executive bonuses, as well as the new president of the CPUC told the California Senate that PG&E and San Luis Obispo have no assurance that PG&E has not been cooking the same books of short cuts and practicing the same brand of law disregard when it comes to seismic safety at Diablo Canyon. In short, PG&E is behaving like a rogue utility, not the repentant utility it should be in the wake of the San Bruno verdict.

The 30-page protest notes the "chilled relations between the IPRP and PG&E" and the IPRP after it became clear that the IPRP's independent review was going to be, well, independent. That realization dawned when the IPRP began to submit comments like this: "Contrary to traditional approaches, the PG&E method resulted in lower ground motion hazard estimates, particularly in the spectral period range important to Diablo Canyon." 5) In contrast, "a lower [shear-wave velocity estimate] brings the estimated ground motion hazards beyond the original design level when used in typical, state-of-the-practice seismic hazard analysis."

The IPRP questioned whether PG&E's approach adequately captured shear wave velocity estimates at different depths beneath the plant. "With only three profiles, it is unlikely that one of them represented the expected velocity material underlying the plant. Some of the variability seen in the 1978 data may reflect poor field methods or poor measurements made 35 years ago. Interpretations of that data, however, appear to differ in some critical respects. The company reports its results to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Neither state nor federal governments have been able or willing to require adequate environmental and human safety testing of existing or proposed GE crops, or to protect the environment and public from resulting harms. GMOs should be tested for at least a year by an agency which is free of the influence of biotech companies. Based on the precautionary principle, the Sierra Club supports a ban on the propagation and release of all genetically engineered organisms, including field crops, orchard and forest trees, fish, etc. (whether or not currently approved by the FDA). Until such time is achieved we call for regulation of genetically engineered releases, transparency, labeling, and imposition of liability on manufacturers of genetically engineered seeds in cases of environmental damage or contamination. We oppose the listing of life forms as GMOs to protect the biotech industry or to interfere with implementation of the precautionary principle.

For further information on GMO safety see: GMO Myths and Truths: An evidence-based examination of the claims made for the safety and efficacy of genetically modified crops (Earthopensource, June 2012).
Taking Issue
problematic environmental coverage & commentary in our local media


Summary: Mike Brown, Government Affairs Director of the anti-environmental lobby shop the Coalition of Labor, Agriculture and Business (COLAB), responds to Bob Cuddy’s March 25 commentary, which noted that “the Big Money folks have been on an ill-mannered roll, controlling the Board of Supervisors and frightening away ordinary citizens” with a lot of help from COLAB. Cuddy hopes people are getting fed up with it. Brown hopes not — and then, because it’s a Mike Brown op ed, demands an apology for something.


Summary: Jim Anderson, project manager for the proposed Santa Maria Refinery crude oil rail terminal, attempts to correct a local resident at a Grover Beach meeting, assuring attendees that the tar sands crude oil Phillips 66 plans to bring into the county is much safer than the famously explosive Bakken shale crude.

Upshot: Mr. Cuddy, you can hold off on that correction and apology. Mr. Brown, perhaps you’d like to give both of those things a delicately parsed, carefully worded shot?
Outings and Activities Calendar

All our hikes and activities are open to all Club members and the general public. Please bring drinking water to all outings and optionally a lunch. Sturdy footwear is recommended. All phone numbers listed are within area code 805 unless otherwise noted. Pets are generally not allowed. A parent or responsible adult must accompany children under the age of 18. If you have any suggestions for hikes or outdoor activities, questions about the Chapter’s outing policies, or would like to be an outings leader, call Outings Chair Joe Morris, 549-0355. For information on a specific outing, please call the listed outing leader.

**Activities sponsored by other organizations**

Sat., May 2nd, and June 6th, 9:30 a.m. Citizens’ Climate Lobby, Unitarian Universalist Fellowship, 2201 Lawton Ave, SLO. Join us and learn what you can do to slow climate change and make a difference in our community. Become a climate activist and part of the solution to the most pressing issue of our time. For more information email: citizensclimatelobbyso@gmail.com.

Sat., May 9, 1 p.m.-2 p.m. Where are Bears? SLO Botanical Garden followed by docent tour at 2pm. Learn how the wild bear population is dealing with environmental changes throughout SLO and Monterey County. Senior Wildlife Biologist with the CA Dept. of Fish and Wildlife will share info on where the bears reside and how to avoid unwanted interaction and encourage wildlife health. $5 Garden members / $10 public. No reservations required. More info at slobg.org/bears.

Sat., May 16, 1 p.m.—3:30 p.m. Kids’ Garden Fresh Cooking Class. Head out to the Botanical Garden to enjoy hands-on gardening, harvesting and cooking of a seasonal meal. Children and guardians enjoy cooking fresh-from-the-garden meals while learning healthy habits and kitchen safety. Class is age-appropriate for grades 2-6. Limited space available, register in advance. $25 for child and guardian. Garden members can bring an additional guest for free. More info and registration at slobg.org/kids-cooking.

San Luis Obispo Botanical Garden, 3450 Dairy Creek Rd., SLO. 541-1400 x304.

**Outings Calendar**

**Outings and Activities Calendar**

Seller of travel registration information: CST 2087766-40. Registration as a seller of travel does not constitute approval by the State of California.

**Wed., May 6th, 10 a.m. Los Osos Native Plant Walk.** Easy 1.3 mile, 90 ft. gain, hike to view and identify native plants in coastal scrub, woodland, and chaparral habitats. No poison oak on trails, but trailside sage and coyote bush sometimes thick, so long sleeves recommended. Park and meet at Los Osos Middle School soccer field off South Bay Blvd. and Pismo Ave, for short shuttle to San Ysabel Ave, where hike begins. Leader: Vicki Marchenko, 528-5567 or vmarchenko57@gmail.com.

**Sat., May 9th, 10 a.m. SLO City Walk: the Railroad Historic District.** An easy, guided stroll to kick off the annual San Luis Obispo Train Day, with its many events. 90° duration. See 15 sites in the old commercial district, depot area, and century-old boardhouses. Hear the stories about the heyday of the Southern Pacific during the steam age, 1890s to 1950s, when SP dominated public life in SLO, transforming it from a cowtown to a boomtown. Meet in front of Gus’s Grocery, corner of Osos and Left Sts. Leader: Joe Morris, 549-0355.

**Sat., May 16th, 8:30 a.m. Silver Peak Wilderness/Big Sur Coastal Hike.** Moderately strenuous eight-mile, 2000 ft. gain, hike, exploring the Cruiskhank Trail to Buckeye Ridge for sweeping views of the coastline. If very hot, we may end up at Villa Creek camp. Poison oak and ticks may be present along sections of the trail. Bring lunch, water, sturdy hiking shoes, and dress for the weather. Meet at Washburn Day Use Area in San Simeon State Park, about 1.5 mile north of Cambria. Anyone wishing to carpool from Santa Rosa Park in SLO should leave no later than 7:45 a.m. More information, call Leader: Carlos buzzSaavedra, 546-0317.

**Fri.-Mon., May 22nd-25th. Black Rock Rendezvous.** This annual event is a great first trip here, as it typically includes a variety of speakers, guided tours, visits to hot springs, rockhounding, a Dutch Oven cook-off, drawings, and similar events. This is a family event, so can bring RVs and trailers. Dogs on leash permitted, but pick up after them. This is primitive camping, so bring water, but has portable toilets. More information at www.blackrockrendezvous.com. For questions or signing up, contact Leader: David Book, 775-843-6443. Great Basin Group CNRCC Desert Committee.

**Activities sponsored by other organizations**

Sat., May 2nd, and June 6th, 9:30 a.m. Citizens’ Climate Lobby, Unitarian Universalist Fellowship, 2201 Lawton Ave, SLO. Join us and learn what you can do to slow climate change and make a difference in our community. Become a climate activist and part of the solution to the most pressing issue of our time. For more information email: citizensclimatelobbyso@gmail.com.

Sat., May 9, 1 p.m.-2 p.m. Where are Bears? SLO Botanical Garden followed by docent tour at 2pm. Learn how the wild bear population is dealing with environmental changes throughout SLO and Monterey County. Senior Wildlife Biologist with the CA Dept. of Fish and Wildlife will share info on where the bears reside and how to avoid unwanted interaction and encourage wildlife health. $5 Garden members / $10 public. No reservations required. More info at slobg.org/bears.

Sat., May 16, 1 p.m.—3:30 p.m. Kids’ Garden Fresh Cooking Class. Head out to the Botanical Garden to enjoy hands-on gardening, harvesting and cooking of a seasonal meal. Children and guardians enjoy cooking fresh-from-the-garden meals while learning healthy habits and kitchen safety. Class is age-appropriate for grades 2-6. Limited space available, register in advance. $25 for child and guardian. Garden members can bring an additional guest for free. More info and registration at slobg.org/kids-cooking.

San Luis Obispo Botanical Garden, 3450 Dairy Creek Rd., SLO. 541-1400 x304.

**Santa Lucian • May 2015**

This is a partial listing of Outings offered by our chapter. Please check the web page www.santaluca.sierraleaf.org for the most up-to-date listing of activities.

**The Sierra Club Needs You!**

Become an Outings Leader

- Lead hikes and camping trips
- Introduce other hikes
- Explore the outdoors
- Make new friends
- Protect the environment
- Get involved in nature

For further information contact: Joe Morris, Sierra Club, (805) 549-0355. djy1962@earthlink.net

**This Land—Revisited (2015)**

This land is your land, this land is my land,
From California to the New York Island,
From the redwood forests to the Gulf Stream waters,
This land was made for you and me.

I dreamt I wandered through old San Luis Past Mission padres and a Gold-Rush gambler Our land was wild then, its pulse beat faster Soon wilderness was tamed for you and me.

The bears and bobcats, the condors soaring, The Chumash knew them, called them their neighbors. Our land must heal now, it needs much care now, The children will follow you and me.

In our times, morro shade live-oak pastures, And grassland birds fly, past rows of vineyards The Big Sur coastline still stretches northwards, This land still calls to you and me.

(Repeat first verse.)

- Joe Morris, Outings Chair